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‘Not ready
for public
markets’
Vertical farming is
headed for ‘trough
of disillusionment’

By HENRY GORDON-SMITH
(Editor’s note: Henry Gordon-Smith is a sustainability strategist focused on urban agriculture,
water issues, and emerging technologies. His advisory firm Agritecture
Consulting, which has now consulted on over 150 urban agriculture
projects in more than 35 countries.)
It’s Oct. 15, 2021 and my phone
starts blowing up: “Did you see
this!?” asks one vertical farming
executive in a text.
“AeroFarms’ SPAC fell through!”
another journalist slides into my
DMs, referencing the plan for
the New Jersey-based vertical farming business to list on the Nasdaq
stock exchange via a Special Purpose Acquisition Company.
An hour later, I get an email
from an investor reviewing a strategy proposal we’d sent them about
making large investments into the
Controlled Environment Agriculture
sector. “Based on the underperformance of AppHarvest [a SPAC-listed CEA company whose stock has
dropped significantly after poor Q1
results] and AeroFarms, we will
not be investing into the sector as
planned,” it read. “This industry is
not ready for public markets.”
It was like time stopped and suddenly everyone was questioning the
economics of novel farming systems,
including high-tech greenhouses
and vertical farms. Is this the end?
Where do we go from here?
Granted, the termination of AeroFarms’ SPAC could have as much,
if not more, to do with the volatility
of the public markets. And public
companies often miss their sales
projections like AppHarvest did. But
the news happened to coincide with
a broader concern I’ve had about
the progression of the CEA sector in
recent months, so I decided to dig a
little deeper.
The Gartner Hype Cycle might
shed some light on how this will all
See GORDON-SMITH
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A row of vines planted at Burnt Quarter Vineyards in Dinwiddie County. Sam Perry began cultivating grapes six years ago on his
family’s former tobacco farm.
Photo courtesy of the Institute for Advanced Learning and Research

Plenty of room to expand Va. grapes
Commonwealth’s wine
industry is expanding,
but grape-growing
hasn’t caught up yet
By KATE MASTERS
(Editor’s note: Kate Masters is a
reporter for Virginia Mercury. This
article is reprinted with permission.)

Patrick Young, the owner of Woodbine Vineyards in Mecklenburg County, harvests
Chardonel grapes with his two daughters.
Photo courtesy Woodbine Vineyards

Patrick Young knew he wanted to
preserve his family’s farm in Mecklenburg County, a gently rolling
estate once devoted to boarding and
breeding horses. The challenge was
figuring out how to make a living
from it. Tobacco, once the area’s
dominant crop, was no longer economically viable. That left Young,
36, searching for other options.
“I started looking into the brewery and winery industry and it was
just exploding,” he said. “I couldn’t
get over the exponential growth it
See VINEYARDS
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University trial explores growing cotton in greenhouses
WAGENINGEN, Germany — Although Cotton is one of the largest
agricultural products in the world.
Worldwide, more than 20 million
tons are produced annually. Growers
use a relatively large amount of water,
nutrients, crop protection agents, and
so-called “inhibitors.”
The Business Unit Greenhouse
Horticulture and Flower Bulbs of
Wageningen University & Research

Vineyards ...
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was having.” He started taking viticulture classes at Piedmont Community College and spent two years
working at Rosemont Vineyards, an
already established winery less than
an hour from his own farm. In the
spring of 2018, he finally put down
vines of his own.
It’s a path Virginia’s still-developing wine industry is hoping more
people will follow. Over the last 10
years, 90 new wineries have opened
across the state, which now lists a
total of 281 businesses in the directory maintained by the Virginia Wine
Board. Annette Boyd, director of the
agency’s marketing office, said an-

is investigating whether cotton cultivation can take place more sustainably
in greenhouses, and thus whether it is
possible in the long term to produce
clothing from Dutch cotton.
In a greenhouse, controlled cultivation is possible with less use of
raw materials. In addition, water and
nutrients can be collected and reused,
for example.
That is why, last year, seeds of eight

different cotton varieties were sown in
a greenhouse at the research location
in Bleiswijk.
Since then, a Greek variant has
grown — Greece is a prominent cotton
country. In addition, some high-quality varieties are grown. These ensure
high-quality cotton, and it is precisely
in that segment that there is still room
on the international cotton market.
The aim of the trial is to investigate

how as many kilograms of cotton per
square meter as possible can be grown,
with the highest possible value.
This makes it possible to recoup
the additional costs for cultivation in
a greenhouse.
This production can be optimized
in various ways, for example by allowing the crop to grow higher, through
a higher planting density, or through
more cultivation rounds per year.

other 50 or so have been licensed by
the state, indicating that even more
could open over the next several
years.
“There’s a lot of people who are
planning to open a tasting room,”
she said. The problem, according to
the industry, is that vineyard acreage
hasn’t kept pace. The Wine Board
is still in the process of collecting
data on exactly how many more
vines the state needs to keep up with
demand — including which varietals
are most requested. But anecdotally,
Boyd said she hears a lot about the
shortage of Virginia-grown grapes.
That can create a conundrum for
the industry. To qualify as a “Virginia wine,” at least 75 percent of
every bottle must contain grapes
grown within the state. Beyond the
marketing factor, there’s a real sense
that building a reputation in wine

— characterized, beyond all else,
by the land where grapes are grown
— requires vines rooted firmly in
the commonwealth. With a shortage of grapes, some companies end
up importing from other states or
other countries, or even buying prepressed juice that’s fermented at a
third-party facility.
“But if you buy the fruit from
California, it’s not a Virginia wine,”
Boyd said. “We want to make a wine
that stands for Virginia — our terroir, our unique climate and soil that
represents us.”
“Wine is from a place,” she added. “And if you can’t say where that
place is, you’ve got nothing.”
As the push for locally grown
grapes continues to expand, there’s
been a focus on Southern and
Southwest Virginia, former tobacco
territory that’s still working to find
its future footing. In 2016, the state’s
Tobacco Region Revitalization
Commission helped develop a grant
program for farmers in the region interested in adding vineyard acreage
or converting existing farmland.
Amy Turner, who now manages
the program through the Institute for
Advanced Learning and Research in
Danville, said it was part of an effort
to bring southern Virginia into the
growing wine economy. But from a
financial perspective, it also made
sense to the program’s developers.
With tobacco no longer economically viable for most farmers — many
of whom participated in a federal
buyout program that paid them to
stop growing the crop — the region
is still working to develop sustainable new forms of agriculture. And
the hope was that starting a vineyard
in former tobacco counties would
be easier than in Northern Virginia
or the Albemarle area, some of the
most well-known regions for Virginia wine.
“The cost of land here versus
Charlottesville, which is outside
of our region and is where a lot of
Virginia’s wine grapes are grown,
is much lower for producers,” said
Jordan Butler, a spokesperson for the
commission. “So we thought there
was a real opportunity to increase
returns for the growers, as well.”
Finding willing participants,
though, has been a challenge. The
program has funded a total of eight
unique vineyards and added roughly 35 acres of vines with a fairly
diverse distribution across the state’s
40 former tobacco counties, from
Washington to Mecklenburg.
“I think from that perspective it’s

been a success — producers have
produced more acres of grapes,” Butler said. But only two of the funded
projects were entirely new vineyards, and he said there’s still plenty
of room to expand.
“My sense is that success would
have been a much greater amount
of acreage than we’ve seen put into
vineyards,” added Tony Wolf, a
professor of viticulture at Virginia
Tech. “And I think some of us were
disappointed that the increase wasn’t
quite what we hoped it would be.”
No one is blaming the farmers.
Growing grapes has been a challenge in Virginia since the early
1600s, when settlers struggled to
cultivate imported European vines
in the state’s unfamiliar climate.
Thomas Jefferson, a noted oenophile
(the third president was the first
American to visit France’s Burgundy
region), famously failed time and
again to establish successful vineyards at Monticello.
Viticulture has advanced exponentially since then, and growing
successful vines in Virginia is no
longer an impossible proposition.
Wolf has spent years researching
and developing vineyard strategies specific to the state’s growing
conditions, which Boyd said has
helped Virginia’s industry outpace
neighbors in Maryland and North
Carolina.
Still, growers today are contending with some of the same challenges as early colonists. Popular
European varietals can struggle in
the state’s muggy climate, which
allows fungal pathogens such as ripe
rot and powdery mildew to flourish.
Containing the diseases requires a
labor-intensive schedule of spraying,
and ripe rot in particular is becoming increasingly difficult to manage,
especially with an increase of hot,
humid weather around harvest time,
Wolf said.
“Then spring frost injury has
actually increased because we’re
seeing more variable temperatures,”
he added. Virginia has always had a
continental climate, which can mean
dramatic weather changes in the
early months of the growing season.
But global warming has led to even
milder winters, which can cause
vines to bloom early. If there’s a cold
snap after that initial bud break, it
can be devastating for growers.
“You can lose an entire year’s
crop,” Boyd said. “That kind of

Gypsum Products
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play out. I hope that placing the CEA
sector in the context of this long-established pattern for industry growth
cycles, matched with my own 10
years of CEA experience, might help
us all be better prepared for what’s
coming next.
According to Gartner, “Hype Cycles offer a snapshot of the relative
market promotion and perceived
value of innovations. They highlight
overhyped areas, estimate when
innovations and trends will reach
maturity, and provide actionable
advice to help organizations decide
when to adopt.”
A short history of CEA
So let’s begin with a short history
of how we got here. The best way
to investigate is to focus on vertical
farming because it represents the
most “extreme” form of CEA. Understanding the past is also something that will help us prepare for
the future and unfortunately most of
the newer entrants to CEA, whether farmers or investors know little
about the history of vertical farming.
Vertical Farming is the practice of
growing food and/or medicine in
vertically-stacked layers, vertically
inclined surfaces, and/or integrated
into other structures. It uses technology to control all environmental
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factors that contribute to crop yield,
quality, and consistency, such as
lighting, climate control, and fertigation. This high level of technology
means it carries significant transformative potential, but also increases
the risk of being over-hyped as a
panacea to humanity’s food system
woes.
The first vertical farms were
more visionary than they were practical. The sector was carried forward
by research, with players like NASA
in the game. Profitability wasn’t the
objective, which was a good thing as
costs were astronomical. The economics of lighting and providing
energy for a farm system meant this
was something for the future. But,
thanks to rapid advancements in
technology, by 2021, many aspects
of vertical farming have improved.
For one, the underlying technologies of vertical farming, including
lighting, automation, climate control, and processing, have advanced
significantly, reducing the very high
capital costs of these novel farming
methods.
Secondly, consumer and retailer
interest in local and pesticide-free
leafy greens has continued to grow,
driving demand and sales, as well as
premium price points. Companies
like Little Leaf Farms and Bowery
Farming are leading sales in North
America with their greens in thousands of stores already. Vertical
farms are popping up all over the
world, but nothing has matched the

amount of money and interest pouring into the US market where companies such as Plenty, AeroFarms,
and Bowery have raised hundreds of
millions of dollars each from investors including Google, Jeff Bezos,
and SoftBank.  
Finally, the macro-level drivers
for CEA, which include the impact
of supply chain disruptions, climate
change, and food safety concerns,
are leading impact-driven investors and climate-sensible policymakers to back the sector.
That’s the good news.
The bad news is that these farms
are still incredibly expensive to build
and, while demand is rising, the
sector is still immature in its capacity to build large farms on time and
deliver on projected unit economics.
This brings into question how fast
vertical farming can responsibly
grow, by the number of farms and by
farm size.
Going big makes a lot of sense for
these businesses: they get the best
economies of scale, they can form
unique partnerships with equipment/
technology suppliers, and they can
unlock generous economic development incentive packages from
local governments through their job
growth narratives. Venture capital
backers want them to go big, always
targeting outsized returns for their
funds, otherwise they’re less interested.
The operational challenge
But as every vertical farm or

greenhouse operator will tell you
over a beer and outside of the board
room, operations are a real challenge, and learning to manage them
effectively takes time, justifying
a responsible, incremental scaling
approach over a “move fast and
break things” hyper-growth, Silicon
Valley mentality. Where investors
see these farms as factories filled
with exponential technologies, operators have to deal with complex and
varied business operations covering
production, food safety, hiring &
training, sales, and distribution.
It is important to remember that
vertical farms and local greenhouses often handle every part of the
business from training entirely new
teams of employees to developing
fleets of trucks to distribute locally.
The logistics are more complicated than meets the eye and are in
stark contrast to traditional farming
models, which rely on cheap labor,
subsidies on land and water, and
outsourced marketing and sales.  
The outside world sees shiny
brands, cool tech, and delicious,
fresh products; on the inside, these
farms experience chaotic days and
often much more wasted product
than meets the eye in the first years
of operation.
The bottom line is that these big
farms are struggling to pay back
their investors simply because they
See GORDON-SMITH
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are running incredibly complicated
operations that take time and precision to scale.
Another challenge is that as big
CEA businesses get more money and
pressure to outperform one another,
they become less collaborative and
even secretive. Data sharing is actually relatively common in the CEA
sector until the farms raise any significant amount of money, and then
they become closed off. On the one
hand, this serves to protect IP and
investors’ interests, but on the other
hand, it stifles innovation and learnings at an industry level. Even companies that hire dozens of ex-Tesla
engineers to re-invent agriculture
will face a rude awakening: despite
all our efforts, agriculture simply
takes time. During that development
time, benchmarking your performance relative to others and gaining
new insights to help you leapfrog is
critical but is largely missing from
the well-funded companies of the
CEA sector.
Hype is the enemy
“This is what sustainable agriculture looks like,” one large-scale vertical farm operator’s newest TikTok
video says while a fresh-faced staff
member speaks in front of a green
screen of their mega vertical farm

filled with lights and microgreens.
On another operator’s website, they
claim to reduce the carbon footprint
of food by growing food closer to the
customer; this is ‘greenwashing’ as it
sidesteps the fact that the transportation footprint of sending greens from
California to New York pales in
comparison to the carbon footprint
of a vertical farm on the outskirts
of NYC powered by non-renewable
energy sources. No mention of that
on their website, of course, just more
hyperbole about saving water and
being the future of farming mostly.
It is no wonder why, according
to our 2021 Global CEA Census, 70
percent of farming operators agreed
that CEA is “susceptible to excessive
greenwashing.”
And what about growth plans?
So many farms have announced
major expansion plans around the
world that have never materialized.
It’s difficult to scale companies and
teams that can’t make the underlying
economics of large-scale CEA work.
It’s not that it won’t work; it’s often
that they need more time than venture capital timelines allow for.
Most of the entrepreneurs I work
with who are starting CEA facilities have no past experience in
agriculture. Our 2020 Global CEA
Census showed just that: 49 percent
of operators had zero years of prior
farming experience, and 73 percent
of them would opt to change the
equipment, technology, or crops they
selected if they could go back in
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time. But they can’t go back in time;
their farms are some of the most
expensive per acre on Earth, and so
the only path is continuing to charge
forward rather than correct a mistake
with more investment.
I have really tried in my CEA
career to be a voice of reason to
balance the hype. I strive to be
honest with my clients at events
and through our blog. I wish I could
say it has done more but it’s been
relatively futile. Investors are driven
by FOMO (fear of missing out) and
operators know that, which is why
so few discuss the weaknesses of the
sector and instead continue hyping
it up. It becomes a herd mentality
— everyone rushing to get a piece
of the pie rather than focusing on
solving underlying issues. Presenting vertical farming as a panacea
— “vertical farming will feed the
world” — is an easier sell to journalists and investors than admitting that
it’s a small but important part of the
future of agriculture.
If big and fast investment dries
up, there is no future for the sector
after all, right? Wrong.
There is a different way to look at
anti-hype thinking, which brings us
back to the Gartner Hype Cycle.
Where do we go from here?
Where vertical farming sits on
the Gartner Hype Cycle (See Page
3) today, annotated by Henry Gordon-Smith.
With one of the oldest and biggest
vertical farming companies failing
to go public and an already-public
greenhouse behemoth missing its
revenue projections, it’s safe to say
we have passed the Peak of Inflated
Expectations.
Just look how Gartner itself defines this stage: “A wave of ‘buzz’
builds and the expectations for this
innovation rise above the current
reality of its capabilities.” Sound
familiar?
What comes next is a period of
depression and correction.
That sounds awful but depending
on how you look at it, this could be a
good thing. Only the smart will survive and, at this stage, “impatience
for results begins to replace the
original excitement about potential
value. Problems with performance,
slower-than-expected adoption or a
failure to deliver financial returns
in the time anticipated, all lead to
missed expectations, and disillusionment sets in.”
For investors who have held out
or spread their risk across the sector,
they will see a new industry chapter where mergers and acquisitions
occur and a more honest and mature discussion on the present-day
realities of CEA emerge. They will
see more honest valuations, healthier
economics, better-planned facilities, and responsible growth plans.
There will be big opportunities for
investors to get in with startups that
have benefited from how the underlying technologies have advanced,
have access to more available talent
seeking a stable employer, and have
observed the mistakes of the industry’s pioneers.
Now some of you might

claim that this stage has already
passed. Tens of millions of dollars
have been lost already and countless CEA operations closed. But I
disagree: the wider, more honest
discussion about CEA has still not
happened yet. Most still claim to be
sustainable, profitable or feeding the
world when it’s unlikely that they are
any of those things.
The trough of disillusionment has
not fully begun. We will need to see
how investors react to the range of
SPACs coming in the next 12 months
and how incumbent operators weather the storm ahead.
CEA is here to stay  
I, for one, remain very excited
and optimistic about the future
of vertical farming and high-tech
greenhouses given the underlying
fundamental drivers of climate
change and consumer demand for
quality are accelerating. There is
also a part of the sector focused on
collaboration. The CEA Food Safety
Coalition has found common ground
between large greenhouses and
vertical farming operators to work
together and contrast their clean
greens to consumers and policymakers. The NYC Agriculture Collective has teamed up with big, small,
and non-profit operators to guide the
passing of NYC’s first urban agriculture bill. In the UK, Urban AgriTech
has brought together groups of novel
farmers to fund special projects.
Some companies are already set
up to adapt and thrive through the
hype. Farm One, with more of a distributed small farm model, is mighty
in its margins and deep commitment
to transparency and sustainability. Smallhold just raised $25 million
for its unconventional approach to
vertical farming mushrooms, which
have impressive yields and lower
operating costs.
Dream Harvest is 100-percent
renewable-powered and pioneering
carbon-negative vertical farming. Heron Farms grows novel crops
too and offsets the energy demands
of its farm by restoring wetlands
where it operates. Vertical Harvest is
scaling up its social-entrepreneurial model of commercial vertical
farming with a focus on community
impact.
Intelligent Growth Solutions,
which just raised $58 million, is
rapidly scaling up its technology-as-a-service model, deploying
vertical grow systems for some of
the largest vertical farming companies globally.
All around the world, I meet
entrepreneurs, corporations, and policy-makers passionate about making
CEA work for a world filled with
supply chain and climate change
threats. The future is bright for CEA
but making that future a reality
starts by moving beyond the hype
towards an honest discussion about
what is and isn’t working in CEA.
(Disclosure: Gordon-Smith is
an advisor to Smallhold and was a
co-founder of the NYC Agriculture
Collective. Farm One, Dream Harvest, and Bowery Farming have been
previous clients of Agritecture.)
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Social media and marketing trends for 2022
Garden trend forecaster Katie
Dubow of the Garden Media Group
in Kennett Square, PA, published the
annual “Garden Trends Report” for
2022.
This year’s report focused on
turning crisis into innovation — reflecting a movement that is familiar
to many of us who had to pivot our
green businesses in these pandemic
times.
“We’re done holding our breath in
anticipation of what will happen to
green businesses,” said Dubow. “Our
industry has grown exponentially,

GREEN
MARKETING
By KATHY JENTZ
now is the time to make big moves to
keep this new customer.
“The 2022 trends show a bright

5

future for garden brands.”
Dubow reports a major trend
is the emergence of a new Creator
Class.
“This new class of people is shaping their future not as part of corporations, but as individuals,” said
Dubow. “They are drawn to create
and innovate on their terms, creating
successful micro-businesses in the
community.”
This group of creators is seeking
local sources of raw materials and
community connections.
“Keep promoting your local shop

message, charitable contributions,
or how you are working to bring
together community,” Dubow said.
“Invite local creators in for a Localtopia event, collaborate on new
products, and share in their social
reach.”
The next big trend is consumers
shopping online as “Shoppertainment.” Dubow explains, “The pandemic accelerated online shopping.
...The customer will be expecting

letto’. On the flip side, Miscanthus
mealybug has rarely been seen in
‘Adagio’, ‘Morning light’, and ‘Silver
Feather’. Note that this pest also
affects asters, ornamental goldenrod,
field hemp and sedums.
At least three generations occur
here each year: late May, mid-July, and early September. An entire
generation can be completed in
3-4 weeks. Miscanthus mealybug
spreads when emerging crawlers
are blown onto nearby plants and/or
through propagating infested plants.
Back in 2014, UMd Extension
specialist Stanton Gill researched

control of this pest, obtaining 99%
control of Miscanthus mealybug by
immersing container-grown miscanthus into water heated to 120˚ F
for 15 minutes. Note that this method
is slow, somewhat cumbersome, and
time-consuming for large nursery
plants. It could be more practical
for treating already infested young
plants newly propagated plants.
Topical insecticides rarely contact
these protected insects, so systemic control products are necessary.

See JENTZ
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Disappointing miscanthus carries questions

(Editor’s note: Deborah Smith
Fiola operates Landscape IPM
Enterprises in Frederick, Md. This
is the final installment of her “Horticultural Q&A” column. Begun in
2003, She has replied to more than
400 producer questions. We thank
her for the immense contribution to
the industry and wish her well in her
future work.)
Q: I maintain multiple stock
plantings of several varieties of miscanthus. They didn’t grow anywhere
near full size and the foliage was
yellowish all season; by frost I knew
something was up (especially on
‘Zebrina’). I know it’s a bit late now
to see them, but I asked around and
didn’t see anything obvious causing
damage to the plants. Could this just
be a result of the cooler and cloudier
weather this long fall? (B.L., location withheld.)
A. My best guess from your
description is that your Miscanthus
could have been attacked by an
insect, specifically the Miscanthus
mealybug (Miscanthiococcus miscanthi; also known as the ground
mealybug (Rhizoecus falcifera Kunckel d’Hercularis). Reports
of this insect pest have been on the
rise as more and more ornamental
grasses are being used in landscape/
nursery plantings. Besides yellowing
and stunted plants, symptoms may
also include stem distortion, shortened flower stems, and decreased
flower production. In heavily infested plants, the wax produced by this
root mealybug is very noticeable on
the roots on the outside perimeter of
the rootball.
Back in the spring, overwintering
adult female mealybugs (found near
the crown of the plants) produced
hundreds of live offspring. Both
immatures and adults feed within
the stem sheaths of the growing
grasses. Even now, if you pull back
the leaf sheaths, you may see the last
generation around the crown, within
their protective, white powdery wax.
Sometimes you can see purple spots
on infested stems. The feeding damage by this sucking insect causes the
stunted growth that you have noticed
(some nurserymen also report slight
wilting).

HORTICULTURAL
Q&A
By DEBORAH SMITH FIOLA
Miscanthus ‘Zebrina’ seems to be
readily attacked by this mealybug,
according to University of Maryland
scouting data. Ditto for ‘Kirk Alexander’; ‘Little Niki’ as well as ‘Rigo-
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volatility is really frustrating to
everyone.”
2020 was a perfect example,
according to Sam Perry, who began
cultivating vines on his family’s
former tobacco farm in Dinwiddie
six years ago. The prior year had
been a pristine vintage, but the start
of the COVID-19 pandemic also
brought spring frosts that decimated
vineyards across the state. Young
estimated he lost 80 percent of his
crop that year at his vineyard in
Mecklenburg.
That makes starting a vineyard a
risky proposition for most farmers.
Not all land is suitable for growing
grapes, and Wolf, who screens applications for the grant program, said
he’s looking for sites with the surest
chance of success. Usually, that requires some level of elevation, which
can help vines avoid cold air that
tends to settle in low-lying areas.  
Then there’s the price. According
to Boyd, the upfront costs of planting a vineyard are roughly $25,000
an acre. Perry, who’s expanding
his plantings by another four acres
in the coming year, estimates he’ll
spend $16,000 alone on trellises.
And unlike annual crops such as
corn or soybeans, grapes can take at
least three years to produce a usable

Fiola ...
Continued from Page 5

Labeled insecticides include imidacloprid (or combination products
such as cyfluthrin+imidichloprid,
e.g. Discus); thiamethoxam (Flagship, Meridian, etc.), or dinotefuran
(Safari, etc.).
Gill’s research testing insecticides
and nematodes against this pest
found that Mainspring, Acelepyrn,
Altus, Beauveria bassiana fungus
drenches, and weekly applications of
Venerate and Grandevo worked very
well.
The combination of Mainspring
and entomopathogenic nematodes
(Steinernema carpocapsae) gave
equal levels of control to each of
these material when applied alone.
Read and follow all label directions
as a soil application into the root
zone of the plants.
Time the treatment just as plants
begin to break winter dormancy in
very early spring.
Q. I am a relatively new nurserymen; I purchased an existing nursery. The trees and shrubs all have
various issues… I sent some samples
to the lab in but they came back “Inconclusive. My question is this – can
I get a university guy to come to my
sites to look at the problems? I live
~ 2.5 hours from the main campus,
however. My local extension agent
is a vegetable guy, so I’d rather
have the main professor come (with

product. Vines can bear fruit in the
first year, but the best practice is to
prune the grapes back so the plant
can concentrate energy on forming a
strong trunk and root system.
“When you plant a vineyard, it
takes 10 years to actually turn a
profit,” Perry said. “Yeah, you’re
making money in terms of gross
receipts from sales, but 100 percent
of it goes back to the business and
nothing goes back in your pocket.
Maybe enough for a Chick-fil-A
lunch.”
In spite of the challenges, industry experts are hoping more growers
will be persuaded to take a chance
on vines. While there’s a significant
investment of time and money at the
beginning, Young emphasized that
grapes are perennial, coming back
year after year without the need to
buy new plantings. There’s also no
question that the demand for wine
is booming. In Virginia, it’s a $5
billion industry, according to statistics from the National Association of
American Wineries.
The state ranks eighth in the
country when it comes to wine
production and sixth when it comes
to the total number of wineries, and
vineyard space has nearly doubled
over the last decade, growing from
2,400 acres in 2007 to 4,200 in 2017,
according to data from the USDA.
“It’s a good industry, it’s a vibrant
industry, and it’s not going to go
away,” Young said. “Not like tobacco
or anything else like that.” There’s

also continual discussion of ways to
improve cultivation and reduce some
of the challenges for growers.
While European varietals command higher prices and name recognition from consumers (think grapes
such as Cabernet Franc, Chardonnay
and Petit Verdot) Perry said there’s
a growing acceptance of hybrid species. Many vineyards grow at least
a few acres of vines such as Norton,
Chardonel and Chambourcin, bred
specifically to withstand and thrive
in more challenging climate conditions. Wolf has also been a champion
of the relatively obscure European
variety Petit Manseng, which grows
well in Virginia’s humid weather.
In recent years, he said there’s
even been more experimentation
with truly native species,such as
muscadine — long dismissed as
inferior in quality to Old World
varietals. But the grape evolved to
flourish in southeastern climates,
and is resistant to many of the pests
and diseases that plague non-native
vines.
“Now there are new varieties
being produced,” Wolf said. “And
I’m optimistic we’ll see muscadines
in the future that produce very good
wines, so people will finally say,
‘Well, maybe we should be growing
these.’”
In the meantime, recruiting
more growers is largely dependent
on word of mouth. Grant funding
through the Institute for Advanced
Learning and Research will run out

at the end of 2022, and it’s unclear
whether the Tobacco Region Revitalization Commission will set up
a new funding stream. The agency’s most recent strategic plan calls
for more investment in “systemic
improvements” rather than programs
aimed at individual producers, and
Boyd said the Virginia Wine Board
is also more focused on funding
broader research efforts to improve
grape cultivation statewide.
Both Young and Perry participated in the grant program, which
reimburses up to 33 percent of
start-up costs with a cap of $15,000
or $20,000, depending on the size
of the vineyard. While they said the
funding was helpful, it didn’t come
close to meeting the true price of
getting into the industry, which generally costs more than $100,000.
“If they want more people, the
grant really needs to be like 75
percent of your upfront costs,” Perry
said. “I mean, it helps, but the price
of everything is inflating right now.”
There is some funding available
through federal agencies, but he said
the risks continue to be a barrier
except in the cases of wealthy investors.
“I think we did what we could
do,” Wolf said. “But at the end of the
day, people have to take a breath and
say, ‘Do I want to make this kind of
investment? Sure, there’s some money available, but is it really going to
move the pendulum to make it viable
for me and my family.’”

expertise in my area), even if I had
to pay him. ( T.W., state withheld).

site situation as clearly as possible.
Send email photos and lab reports,
as well. The agent may refer you to a
specialist or vice versa, so be patient.
There also may be a hierarchy to
follow at the outset.
If it seems like you ask your
regional/state specialist a lot to “Stop
by when you’re in the area”, keep
in mind that that line may sound
like, “Let’s get together soon”. It’s
way too vague. It’s a filler phrase
that leaves them in the dark as to if/
when/where you really want to meet
at some point in the future, and they
may be too busy to “just stop by.”
My best advice? Buy them lunch.
Everyone needs to eat lunch. Call/
email/text them and invite them to a
nearby restaurant and pay for their
lunch. You will have a top notch,
top of his/her game specialist to
interrogate for an hour (or more) –to
explain your issues, show photos,
discuss management, hear about
alternatives and new research, and
possibly make a long term friend.
It’s a win:-win situation.
If a site visit sounds promising,
consider the following: Provide mileage reimbursement (if allowed). And
please be respectful of the amount
of travel distance and time involved
(providing an overnight room and/or
meal is thoughtful).
Alternatively, in some states an
out-of-state university specialist can
be brought in as a paid consultant
(on their own time). You could also
hire a private consultant.

guidelines only, and may contain
cultural and pesticide recommendations that are subject to change at
any time. Any pesticides mentioned
are recommended only if they are
registered with the Environmental
Protection Agency and the state
Department of Agriculture. It is the
pesticide applicator’s responsibility
by law to read and follow all label
directions for the specific product
being used. Due to constantly changing labels and product registrations,
if any information herein disagrees
with the label, the recommendations
must be disregarded. If a registration is changed or cancelled, any
products mentioned are no longer
recommended. Before you apply any
pesticide, fungicide, or herbicide,
check with your state or county
Extension agent for the latest information. The USER is responsible for
using products that are registered
for use on specific crops in their own
state, and for using products according to label directions. If any information presented in this column is
inconsistent with the product label,
follow the label instructions. Always
consult the product label for rates
and crops listed. The use of brand
names and any mention or listing of
commercial products or services in
this column does not imply endorsement by Landscape IPM Enterprises,
and absence of a labeled product
does not imply ineffectiveness nor
discrimination again0st similar
products or services not mentioned.
Landscape IPM Enterprises assumes
no liability from the use of these
recommendations.)

A. Yes, this is absolutely a way
to go and a great option! Each state
has its own hierarchy of Cooperative
Extension faculty and staff. Some of
them are generalists, some are specialists, but all are experts in their
area and are excellent diagnosticians.
All have job descriptions to provide
research-based, non-biased information to the commercial Ag industry,
which includes you as a commercial nurserymen. These university
experts also all know who the other
research players are in both your
state and nearby states – and how to
reach them.
As government employees and
university faculty members, Extension folks cannot be paid for their
advice. However, tightening budgets,
decreased mileage reimbursements,
and increased job responsibilities
have restricted university extension
site travel (as well as field research
to some degree). Using current
technology, a phone call, texting/
emailing photos, doing a zoom session, or other pre-scheduled appointment to discuss your problem is a
definite opportunity for you. (And
scheduling this during the off-season
will typically render a more rapid
response from them/ is easier to
connect).
Yet, despite limitations, most
extension county agents, regional agents, and state specialists do
indeed do site visits. I’d suggest that
you contact your local county extension agent via email, explaining your

(Disclaimer: The information
presented in this column serve as

Jentz ...
Continued from Page 5

your store to offer products for
sale directly from social platforms,
known as Shoppertainment.
“In the United States, social
commerce may reach 4.2 percent of
retail e-com sales in 2022 or $36.09
billion.”
This means you may want to start
exploring new click-to-buy features
available now for businesses on Instagram, Facebook, and Pinterest.
Another trend that is making an
impact on the way we live is “Zoning” — designing specific spaces for
work and play.
This means consumers want safe
spaces that are attractive and functional.
The front porch area is especially
coming under scrutiny.
“Out front, they can welcome
people into their space without
crossing the threshold,” said Dubow.
Other trends that the Garden
Media Group pinpointed include a
resurgence of backyard birding aka
“Living Television,” an appetite for
cut flowers “On Demand Flowers,”
and a need for “Bridging the Gap”
between new and experienced gardeners. This last trend also ties into
a societal shift to finding and joining
your “tribe.”
More and more, people are
looking for groups to join to feel like
they belong. This is where social
media marketers can excel by creating a feeling of community.
“You are looking for that tribe,
you are looking for that safe haven
to belong somewhere,” said Dion
Chang, trend analyst at Flux Trends.
You do not need big numbers to
succeed, simply carve out a niche
and make a safe, supported place
for folks to gather around a shared
interest.
Facebook has doubled-down on
this trend. You may have noticed the
shift to group pages and their recent
advertising campaigns themed:
“Take on anything with Facebook
Groups #MoreTogether.”
Each commercial spotlights a
group with a very narrow interest
that most of us do not share, but the
overall theme is to show that no matter how rare your interest, you can
find each other on Facebook.
Your group doesn’t need to be on
Facebook. It can be a weekly live
chat on Clubhouse, a Google group,
or a shared Twitter hashtag.
No matter where you host it, remember to keep it active and engage
in it regularly to cultivate those longterm relationships.
Looking ahead, explore how
your green business can capitalize
and use these trends to serve your
customers’ needs and build a bond to
grow together into the future.
(Editor’s note: Kathy Jentz is
the editor/publisher of Washington
Gardener Magazine, the publication
for Mid-Atlantic home gardeners.
She can be reached at KathyJentz@
gmail.com.)
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Development Corporation

Business Directory
MARBIDCO partners with commercial lenders to
offer low-interest loans to young and beginning
farmers and other rural businesses looking to
expand or diversify their operations. Contact your
local bank, farm credit association, or call us directly at 410-2676807 for more information about our financing programs.

1-800-634-5021

www.marbidco.org (Office) 410-267-6807 (Fax) 410-267-6809

Specialists
Irrigation
since
1973!
SpecialistsininDrip
Drip
Irrigation
since
1973!

800-672-4700
800-672-4700

Ready to GROW and EXPAND your
operation? We’re here to help!

United We Stand with
America’s Farm Families

START
OFFWORKING
RIGHT
IS
HARD
InYOUR
theLENDER
Business
ofAS
YOU.
We’re Here To Help When You Need Us.

3550 Chambersburg Road
3550 Chambersburg
Biglerville,
PA 17307 Road
Biglerville,
PA 17307
717-337-3030
Fax 717-337-1785

717-337-3030
Fax 717-337-1785
Check us out on the web
at www.trickl-eez.com
Check*Sprinkler
us out on the
web
at
www.trickl-eez.com
and Drip Irrigation*

*Sprinkler and Drip Irrigation*
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of
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with
aLAND
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FFB.
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@ 888.398.4119
Give
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Call888.398.4119
888.398.4119
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888.398.4119
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@ 888.398.4119
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Farmer Mac

Farmer
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Lender
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www.ffb1.com
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Lender FSA
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FSA
www.ffb1.com
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Lender
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Lender
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Lender
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USA
Gypsum®
Quality Products & Service
Since 1998

•Damp for lime / litter spreaders
•Granular for fertilizer spreaders
•Pelleted free flowing fast acting
•Bedding additive / conditioners
•Grip X anti-skid barn dry
•Organic Approved Products

Bags, Super sacks & bulk

717-335-0379 / Denver PA
www.usagypsum.com

American Farm

Need a new barn this spring?
Contact the lenders
with Fixed Rates!
Publications

Delmarva Farmer
New Jersey Farmer
Mid-Atantic Grower

Farmer Mac
Approved Lender
FSA Preferred Lender

888.398.4119 • www.ffb1.com
Member FDIC | Equal Housing Lender

This space available!!
Call Emily and add
your information
here for only $40 per
month!!

Maryland Agricultural and Resource-Based Industry
Development Corporation
MARBIDCO partners with commercial lenders to
offer low-interest loans to young and beginning
farmers and other rural businesses looking to
expand or diversify their operations. Contact your
local bank, farm credit association, or call us directly at 410-2676807 for more information about our financing programs.

800-634-5021

www.marbidco.org (Office) 410-267-6807 (Fax) 410-267-6809

Call Emily today and add your information here for only
American Farm
space available!!
$40 per month!! This
800-634-5021
Call Emily and add
Publications
emily@americanfarm.com
Delmarva Farmer

your information
here for only $40 per
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